Several new attribute grammar dialects have recently been developed, all with the common goal of allowing large, complex language translators to be specified through a modular composition of smaller attribute grammars. We refer to the class of dialects as hierarchical attribute grammars. In this short article, we present a characterization of optimal incremental evaluation that indicates the unsuitability of change propagation as the basis of an optimal incremental evaluator for hierarchical attribute grammars. This result lends strong support to the use of incremental evaluators based on more applicative approaches to attribute evaluation, such as Carle and Pollock's evaluator based on caching of partially attributed subtrees, Pugh's evaluator based on function caching of semantic functions, and Swierstra and Vogt's evaluator based on function caching of visit sequences.
INTRODUCTION
Attribute grammars are effective for defining the individual phases of language translators and interactive editing environments. Schulz's attributed transformations [Schulz 1976 ], Attribute Coupled Grammars [Ganzinger and Giegerich 1984; Ganzinger et al. 1986 ], the specification language SSL of the Synthesizer Generator [Reps and Teitelbaum 1989 ], Higher Order Attribute Grammars [Vogt et al.· 17 been developed for describing large transformational systems such as full compilers, optimizers, and automatic parallelizers. In particular, these dialects share the common goal of permitting complex systems to be specified as a set of relatively small, manageable modules, each independently defined by its own attribute grammar. Each module specification defines a function which is computed by applying an attribute grammar evaluator to an input term to create an output term, where a term represents a tree-structured or dag-structured syntactic value. We refer to the new attribute grammar dialects collectively as hierarchical attribute grammars, and we refer to attribute grammar dialects that do not support the modular approach to specification as nonhierarchical attribute grammars.
This article explores optimal incremental evaluation of hierarchical attribute grammar specifications. We first review incremental evaluation algorithms for nonhierarchical attribute grammars, and then we describe the steps required to apply a traditional incremental evaluator based on change propagation to evaluate modules of a hierarchical attribute grammar. We then present a characterization of optimal incremental evaluation in the context of hierarchical attribute grammars that indicates the unsuitability of change propagation for optimal incremental evaluation of hierarchical attribute grammars. We conclude with a very brief description of several new, more applicative, incremental evaluation algorithms for hierarchical attribute grammars -Carle and Pollock's evaluator based on caching of partially attributed subtrees [Carle and Pollock 1995a ], Pugh's evaluator based on function caching of semantic functions [Pugh 1988 ], and Swierstra and Vogt's evaluator based on function caching of visit sequences [Swierstra and Vogt 1991] .
OPTIMAL INCREMENTAL EVALUATION OF NONHIERARCHICAL ATTRIBUTE GRAMMARS
An attribute grammar consists of a context-free grammar G and an attribute system AS. AS associates sets of storage cells known as attributes with each symbol in G and sets of equations known as semantic rules with each production in G. Each semantic rule contains a semantic function that defines the value of an attribute at a syntax tree node in terms of the values of a subset of the attributes at adjacent nodes in the syntax tree. An attribute system describes a mapping from a syntax tree of a sentence in a context-free language into a computation graph. Each vertex in the computation graph corresponds precisely to an attribute associated with a node in the syntax tree. The meaning of a syntax tree defined by an attribute grammar is the value that results from explicitly constructing the computation graph for the syntax tree according to the attribute grammar specification and then evaluating the computation graph. The majority of the research into incremental evaluation of attribute grammars has concentrated on tree-walking evaluation algorithms [Hoover 1987; Jia and Qian 1985; Jones 1990; Jones and Simon 1986; Reps 1984; Reps et al. 1983; Walz and Johnson 1988; Yeh 1983; Yeh and Kastens 1988] . A tree-walking evaluator traverses a syntax tree computing attribute values that are then stored in cells associated with each of the syntax tree nodes. In contrast, applicative evaluators first translate an attribute grammar into a program consisting of a collection of recursive applicative functions and then simply apply the function defining the result attribute of the attribute grammar to a syntax tree [Franchi-Zannettacci 1982; Katayama 1984] .
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An attribute is consistent if its value is that computed by applying its defining semantic function to its arguments; otherwise it is inconsistent. An attributed syntax tree is consistently attributed if all of its attributes are consistent.
Incremental evaluation is performed in response to editing operations that convert an attributed syntax tree A T into a new, probably inconsistent, attributed syntax tree A T . This new tree consists of previously attributed syntax tree nodes from A T and new unattributed syntax tree nodes. We refer to this tree as the initial inconsistent attributed syntax tree. Once this tree A T has been created, a change propagator is invoked to compute consistent values for each of attributes. From here on, we will refer to an attributed syntax tree as an "attributed tree." Implicitly, the attributes associated with nodes in A T are classified as follows (where attr is the set of all attributes in A T ):
-retained. Contains attributes in attr with initial values taken from A T .
-newborn. Contains attributes in attr that never previously existed and are initially assigned the value NULL. Note that attr = retained ∪ newborn.
-editdep. Contains attributes in attr whose values may have become inconsistent as a direct result of the application of an editing operation. newborn attributes are in editdep, since they come into existence when new syntax nodes are inserted into the syntax tree by an editing operation.
The change propagation process implicitly classifies the attributes of A T as follows:
-notequal. Contains attributes in retained whose initial values were found to be inconsistent, i.e., those attributes which were assigned values during change propagation that were not equal to their values in the initial inconsistent attributed tree.
-equal. Contains attributes in retained whose initial values were found to be consistent, i.e., those attributes whose values in the new attributed tree are equal to their values in the initial inconsistent attributed tree.
-affected. Contains attributes in attr whose values must be computed to construct a consistent attributed tree A T . affected = notequal∪newborn.
The goal of an optimal incremental evaluator for a nonhierarchical attribute grammar is to limit the amount of work required to update A T to O(|affected|), for a fixed attribute grammar, given the assumption that all semantic functions in an attribute grammar have roughly the same cost. Limiting the number of semantic function evaluations performed during incremental evaluation to be within the optimal O(|affected|) bound is easy -topologically sort the entire dependence graph and then recompute attributes which are newborn, editdep, or have already been found to be in notequal in order. Of course, this topological sorting of the complete graph exceeds the O(|affected|) bound. Time-optimal algorithms must, therefore, in constant time locate the "first" inconsistent attribute and, at any time during change propagation, determine the "next" inconsistent attribute to evaluate in accordance with the topological ordering of all of the attributes in the syntax tree. The well-known algorithms of Yeh [1983] and Reps [1982; 1984] do just this. 
HIERARCHICAL ATTRIBUTE GRAMMARS
Hierarchical attribute grammar dialects provide features to permit complex systems to be described recursively using a collection of modules each defined by their own attribute grammar. To make the notion of hierarchical attribute grammars more concrete, we introduce a simplified dialect, Simplified Hierarchical Attribute Grammars or SHAG, as an example. The results presented in this article, however, apply to all of the hierarchical dialects. We refer the reader to Carle [1992] for a more detailed description of each of the hierarchical attribute grammar dialects. A SHAG specification consists of a context-free grammar specification and a set of modules each defined by their own attribute grammar specification. Each attribute grammar specification describes a function from syntax terms to syntax terms, where syntax terms are created by invoking constructors corresponding to productions of the context-free grammar. A semantic rule may be defined by specifying the name of a module and the name of an attribute whose value is a syntax term to be processed by the attribute grammar evaluator for the named module. To permit information to be passed between modules, syntax terms may be annotated with additional information as they are built. The notion of term typing introduced in Carle [1992] provides a safe and flexible mechanism for ensuring that modules are invoked with correctly annotated syntax terms.
We now present several small fragments from a complete specification of a sourceto-source code optimizer, shown schematically in Figure 1 , for a simple source language. Module ROOT passes its input syntax term through a pipeline consisting of the live-variable analysis module DFLOW, the dead-code elimination module ELIM, and the constant-folding module CONST. Module DFLOW annotates its output syntax term with the results of live-variable analysis for use by module ELIM. Module ELIM invokes module APPEND as necessary to concatenate pairs of statement lists, and module CONST invokes module FOLD as necessary to perform expression simplification. Only modules ROOT and APPEND are described below.
Figure 2 presents a fragment of the grammar for the simple source language. To concatenate two statement lists, a module creates a new syntax term by invoking the constructor for production AppendHolder with the two lists to be concatenated as its arguments. It then invokes module APPEND, as described below, which returns the new list of statements. labeled with nonterminal root and production Root. The set of semantic rules associated with production Program invokes modules DFLOW, ELIM, and then CONST in sequence, and then creates the result program tree from the syntax term built by CONST. Figure 4 presents module APPEND. Module APPEND is invoked with a syntax term labeled with nonterminal appendholder and production AppendHolder with children stmts 1 and stmts 2 . The list stmts 2 is passed down the list stmts 1 using the downstmts inherited attributes. Using the upstmts synthesized attribute, each statement in stmts 1 is then concatenated onto stmts 2 to create the appended list.
Syntax terms built by constructors in a hierarchical specification will most likely be implemented as dag-structured values. Since attribute evaluation is defined as a process over trees, we assume, as did Teitelbaum and Chapman [1990] , that each syntax term must be "copied" to create a tree for evaluation by each module. The tree that is created is an attributed syntax tree or attributed tree, exactly as above. Evaluation of a hierarchical attribute grammar begins with the evaluation of the root module. The root module then invokes other modules, which may invoke other modules, as well. We refer to the run-time instantiation of a module as a module instance and define mod-insts to be the set of module instances that are invoked during evaluation of an input term. The module instances in mod-insts are naturally organized as a tree since each module instance, other than the root module instance, is invoked during the evaluation of some other module instance in mod-insts.
INCREMENTAL EVALUATION OF HIERARCHICAL ATTRIBUTE GRAMMARS
As a result of the user's application of an editing operation to the syntax term to be evaluated by the root module of a hierarchical specification, the root module will be invoked with the modified syntax term, the attributed tree previously evaluated by that module, and an explicit description of how the previously attributed syntax term was modified to create the new syntax term. During evaluation, however, as other module instances are invoked, the incremental evaluator will be provided only with the new syntax term and the attributed tree previously evaluated by that module instance -a description of how the old syntax term was modified to create the new syntax term is not available. An incremental evaluator for hierarchical attribute grammars, therefore, cannot be constructed by simply applying an optimal incremental evaluator based on change propagation to each module of a hierarchical specification. The approach adopted in Teitelbaum and Chapman [1990] for Higher Order Attribute Grammars, and in Carle and Pollock [1995b] for Modular Attribute Grammars, requires that the new input term for a module instance be explicitly compared with that module instance's previous input term to 
determine which subtrees from the old, consistent attributed tree should be used in constructing the new, inconsistent attributed tree for that module instance. Once the new attributed tree has been constructed, a change propagator can be applied to make the new attributed tree consistent.
We refer to the process of constructing the new attributed tree from the old attributed tree as matching, since it is responsible for identifying subtrees of the old attributed tree that can be reused to represent regions of the new attributed tree. We adopt Teitelbaum and Chapman's notation to explain the matching and evaluation problem. Notationally, the attributed tree representing the syntax term d is referred to as d copy . In the following, we often refer to d as a dag and d copy as a tree.
During incremental evaluation of some module in a hierarchical specification, a module that was last invoked to evaluate a term d will be invoked with a new term d . The matching algorithm is then responsible for constructing the new attributed tree d copy from components of the last evaluated attributed tree d copy . The new attributed tree d copy is built from a set of subtrees from d copy and a set of new attributed tree nodes. Figure 5 shows (1) the new attributed tree d copy created by a matching algorithm when invoked with dags d and d and (2) the corresponding attributed tree d copy . Each dag node is labeled with a unique integer. Each tree node is labeled with a pair of integers "X/Y" where integer "X" uniquely identifies the tree node itself, and integer "Y" is the unique identifier of the dag node to which the tree node corresponds.
A thorough description of a family of matching-based incremental evaluation algorithms for hierarchical attribute grammars can be found in Carle [1992] . 
COUNTING ALLOCATIONS AND DEALLOCATIONS

A CHARACTERIZATION OF OPTIMALITY FOR HIERARCHICAL ATTRIBUTE GRAMMARS
The goal of an optimal evaluator is to minimize the total time required to update a set of module instances in response to a change to the input of the root module instance. Optimal evaluation of a particular module instance requires minimizing the sum of the cost of matching and the cost of change propagation for that module instance. Through its selection of old attributed subtrees for reuse in the new attributed tree T for module instance M , matching not only determines the number of allocations and deallocations for M , but also determines which attributes in the new attributed tree T are in affected, the subset of attributes of that module which must be computed to construct a consistent attributed tree. Let M be a match for a module instance and reused M be d copy ∩d copy for match M . We divide reused M into two disjoint sets: reusedeq M , the set of nodes in reused M whose attributes are all in equal, and reusedaff M , the set of nodes in reused M having attributes in affected.
since this many attributed nodes must be allocated and deallocated to construct d copy from d copy using match M . The minimum cost of evaluating the attributed tree d copy is Ω(|d copy −reused M |+|reusedaff M |). Summing the cost of matching and evaluation using a match M gives a lower bound of
There must exist a match M for d copy and d copy that minimizes |d copy −reused M |+ |d copy − reused M | + |reusedaff M |. We refer to the minimizing match as M . The lower bound for evaluation of a module instance is therefore
Redoing this analysis and assuming that deallocations can be implemented for free, we still find a lower bound for evaluation of a module instance of The lower bounds presented here suggest that a matching algorithm that is only concerned with discovering a match M that maximizes the size of reused M will be unable to minimize the cost of evaluating a module instance since these algorithms do not attempt to minimize the size of reusedaff M . An optimal matching algorithm must somehow take attribute context into account during the selection of subtrees from d copy for use in d copy to limit the size of reusedaff M . Unfortunately this implies that an optimal evaluator, if possible at all, must perform matching and change propagation in a complex interleaved fashion to make attribute context available to the matching algorithm.
Figures 6 through 11 demonstrate the tradeoff between using maximal subtrees from d copy in constructing d copy and selecting old attributed subtrees based on attribute context. The simple specification in Figure 6 describes the attribution of input terms that consist of a root node having three subterms: the first subterm, a single node labeled with one of the two operators Y or Z, and the second and third subterms, each consisting of nodes labeled with the operators F, G, and H. If the first child of the root node is labeled with the operator Y then (1) the value 1 is passed up to the root node, (2) the value 1 is passed to the nodes in the root's second subterm, and (3) the value 0 is passed to the nodes in the root's third subterm. If, instead, the first subterm of the root node is labeled with the operator Z, then the value 2 will be passed up to the root node, and then the value 0 will be passed to each node in the root's second subterm and the value 1 to each node in the root's third subterm. 2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  23  3  3  3  3  33  3  3  3 reused as the third subtree of the root of d copy . Highlighted circles in d copy represent new attributed tree nodes. The boxed values correspond to the values of all of the attributes in the new attributed tree after change propagation has been performed, and the doubly boxed boxes represent attributes determined to be in affected by the change propagator. In this example, every attribute of the new attributed tree will be reevaluated. Figure 11 depicts the attributed tree d copy that results from selecting old attributed subtrees from d copy taking into account the attribute context in which those subtrees will be placed in d copy . In this attributed tree, the third subtree of d copy consists of a single new attributed tree node and the second subtree from d copy , and the second subtree of d copy is a proper subtree from the third subtree of d copy . Attributes in affected are again drawn as doubly boxed boxes. Since the values of incoming inherited attributes at the roots of the two reused subtrees in d copy are identical to those values in d copy , none of those attributes will be affected.
EFFECTIVE APPROACHES TO INCREMENTAL EVALUATION
Three, more applicative, incremental evaluation algorithms do indeed achieve optimality by essentially computing information on-the-fly, achieving the effect of intermixing the matching and evaluation processes. Each of these algorithms is discussed in detail in other papers; here we merely highlight the major approaches.
Carle and Pollock's context-based ordered evaluator takes attribute context into account in selecting old attributed subtrees, intermingling the matching and evaluation processes so that attribute values will be available to guide the selection of old attributed subtrees. The evaluator is a surprisingly simple modification to 2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  23  3  3  3  3  33  3  3  3 · Alan Carle and Lori Pollock the visit-sequence interpreter for the nonincremental ordered attribute grammar evaluator. It is based on caching of partially attributed subtrees [Carle and Pollock 1995a ]. Pugh's evaluator is based on function caching of semantic functions [Pugh 1988 ]. He demonstrated that an incremental evaluator for pure functional programs could be constructed by combining the interpreter for the functional language with efficient function-caching algorithms. An incremental evaluator for attribute grammars can be created by applying the function-caching interpreter to the functional program constructed by translating the attribute grammar into a functional program. If edits to syntax trees are performed applicatively, then incremental evaluation simply requires using a function cache to retain computed values across evaluations of the attribute grammar. The same approach can be applied to incremental evaluation of hierarchical attribute grammars by retaining the contents of the function cache across a series of executions of the functional program constructed for a hierarchical attribute.
Instead of caching individual semantic function invocations as in Pugh's technique described above, Swierstra and Vogt's evaluator for Higher Order Attribute Grammars caches entire subtree visits, where visits correspond to the visit operations that occur in a visit-sequence-based attribute grammar evaluator [Swierstra and Vogt 1991] . Each visit is translated into a visit function that takes a subtree to be evaluated, a sequence of inherited attribute values needed by that visit to compute a set of synthesized attribute values, and a set of bindings containing values for attributes computed by previous visits. Swierstra and Vogt's technique can be directly applied to efficiently evaluate hierarchical attribute grammars.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
This article examined the issue of optimality of incremental evaluation of hierarchical attribute grammars. To correctly judge the running time of an evaluator based on change propagation for this class of attribute grammars, one needs to consider both the time to perform the match and the time to do the change propagation. The key consideration is how these two phases affect the measure of optimality for each other. This article demonstrates the necessity of interleaving the processes that identify old attribute values for reuse and evaluate new and changed attribute values. We briefly described three different results in this direction, all of which are effective incremental evaluators for hierarchical attribute grammars.
